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Investment in access to content positively  impact 
an institute’s grant income  (ROI >4x)
$1.00 invested by 
the university in 
the library 
returned $4.38 in 
grant income 
(ROI Value)
There is a strong correlation between the e-journal



















 UCL research has investigated the 
correlation between content usage 
and research output and funding
 Doubling in downloads from 1 to 2 
million, is statistically associated with 
dramatic – but not necessarily causal 
– increases in research productivity
– Papers output up 207%
– PhD awards up 168%
– Research grants and contract 
income up 324%
 This positive correlation is even 
stronger by multiplying the article 
downloads by 4
Source: “Electronic journals: their use, value and impact” – Research Information Network, University College London






































South Africa SD Usage
India Articles Published
China Articles Published















# articles published /
Mio Inhabitants
FTA downloads /
Mio Inhabitants, (x 1000)
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South Africa SD Usage
Russia Articles Published













# articles published /
Mio Inhabitants
FTA downloads /
Mio Inhabitants, (x 1000)
Correlation between the e-journal usage, 
research output
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Correlation between the e-journal usage, 
research output
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Univ of Witwatersrand SD Usage


















Univ of Kwazulu Natal SD Usage

























































































































More focus on results
“You need to demonstrate that 
you are performing very well, 
and need more money and 
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... from the simple. t  the complex... to he v ry co plex






















Research became more inter-disciplinary
“Pinpointing new inter-
disciplinary themes is like 
looking for a needle in a 
haystack. We need to take the 
guesswork out of  it.”
– Director, office of Research, 
Australian university
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... the co-working... the hypercollaborationindividual research
Collaboration became essential

























Number of  collaborating countries (where 1 = domestic)
Domestic articles (‘1’, no 
international collaboration partners) 
have around 3 times fewer citations 
per article than those with four 
collaborating countries (‘5’)




“Our planning for 2009-10 
assumes that our 
endowment will have lost 
roughly 30% of  its value in 
2008-09”, Harvard, 2009
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• Organise editorial boards
• Launch new specialist 
journals
• 5,000 new editors 
per year
• 500 new journals 
launched per year
• 3 million+ article 
submissions per year
• 2.5 million+ referees
• 3.75 million+ referee 
reports per year
• 50%+ of  
submissions rejected
• 125,000 editors
• 350,000 editorial 
board members
• 30 million+ author / 
publisher communi-
cations per year
• 40 million articles 
available digitally, back 
to early 1800s
• 12 million researchers
• 4,500+ institutions
• 180+ countries
• 1 billion+ downloads/year
• 10 million+ printed 
pages/year
• 1.5 million new articles produced per year
• 350 years of  back issues scanned, 
processed and data-tagged 
Note: Industry estimates based on known numbers for a subset of the industry that are then scaled to 100% based on the article share of the known subset
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High quality science content








Provide content driven information and workflow 
solutions that help institutional decision-makers 
and researchers create significant value by building 
insights, enabling advancement in research and 
improving research-driven returns-on-investment
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Web of linked data and knowledge outside the 
formal literature is growing exponentially
DBpedia
Linked 









































































Source: PINGDOM – Internet 2010 in Numbers
• 107 trillion – The number of  emails sent on the 
Internet in 2010
• 294 billion – Average number f  email messages per 
day
• 1.88 billion – Th  umber of  email users worldwide
• 480 million – New email users since the year before
• 89.1% – The share of  emails that were spam
• 262 billion – The number of  spam emails per day 
(assuming 89% are spam)
• 2.9 billion – The number of  email accounts 
worldwide
• 25% – Share of  email accounts that are corporate
• 255 million – The number 
of  websites as of  
December 2010
• 21.4 million – Added 
websites in 2010
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The problem isn’t having too much 
information…
…It’s about accessing the right information, at the right time, in the right place, 





SciVerse: our platform for delivering the right 

































Your knowledge and 
learn from others
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We already know a range of metrics…
Total number of  papers
Total number of  citations
Average number of  citations
per author
Average number of  papers
per author






... and are rapidly developing new tools to 
meet today’s and tomorrow’s needs
Competencies –
Interdisciplinary, new areas
Usage – Different pers-
pective; Social Sciences & 
Humanities more visible 
Brain circulation –
















Tools to map strengths to focus and co-ordinate R&D 
investments
Source: SciVal Spotlight
Tool to explore collaboration
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Tool to explore collaboration
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Tool to explore collaboration
32
Tool to enable collaboration
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• Shrinking library budgets due to economic downturn
• Increased scrutiny and pressure on demonstrating return on investment
• Broader range of  research products available in the market
“Libraries are attempting to face a future in 
which almost every fixed point has 
disappeared. Users are changing; content is 
changing; research is taking new forms.”
Derek Law 





• Use publications/online 
channel to promote
research
• Initiate conferences, 
publishing projects
Leverage A&I/Research 









services with low 
budget
• Introduce Communities 
of  practice to share 
resources, foster learning 
and org. Development







investment in the 
institution
• Design system 
infrastructure to 
showcase world-class 
research & easily extract 
business intel. reports
Bridge with IT and 
external suppliers, furnish 
research leaders with key 
performance analysis
Librarians across the globe are responding to 









• Using SciTopics for its 
topic-field to promote 
pioneering work
Pivotal role of  Library
Link with Publishers, help 
with a Media sweep to 
enable cross-disciplinary 
research
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Thank you
